
Chapter 1 - Introduction 

1.1. Project Background 

1.1.1. Initial Ideas 

A complex consisted of high-class coffeehouse as main facilities, coffee mill, and 

civet conselVation buildings as its support. This complex will be a self-sufficient 

civet coffee industry through regenerating coffee from own plantation, producing 

energy for building energy needs and conselVing civet to keep its population 

remains. 

The mutual bond of this project will create a new balance of the environment, the 

population, commodity output, energy usage and economic activity, This 

balance makes a tenable and sustainable buildings as well as the civet coffee's 

financial value. 

This place designed as a place which can attract coffee-addicts from all over the 

world. The main idea of this project is matching the natural living of civet and 

plantation, sophisticated mill and a comfort place for addicts. 

Save The Earth!!! 

Go Green!!! 

Early concept about the combination of natural environtment (civet, 
civet's habitat, coffee cultivation) ' and built environtment 
(coffeehouse, coffeemill). Green ideas development of architecture to 
save energy. which combined into one complex, but organized well 
and developed as one fine integration 

Figure 1: Early concept 
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This design looks for harmony between natural life from the conservation and 

industrial life from the coffee mill, both located in one complex. Those different 

kinds of life blended in the coffeehouse, a comfort place to sip civet coffee. The 

coffeehouse contains a place to have civet coffee, displays about coffee 

especially civet fermented coffee, a place to learn how to make a good coffee or 

can be called as barista training centre. 

Besides as a place of having a good time and pleasure, this place also provides 

educational things about civet and making coffee. 

This complex will conserve energy too. The Coffee mill will be a low 

energy building as well as the coffeehouse. These building will try to 

achieve low energy consumption with many ways. 

1.1.2. Reason and Motivation 

a. Interest 

Nowadays lots of people come from around the world looking for best taste 

of coffee. Java, Sumatra, Borneo and Celebes produce different kinds of 

coffee. Coffee beans could have different taste if it's fermentated using the 

civet enzim in their digesting system. These coffee have been developed in 

many region in Indonesia. 

b. Urgency 

As there many farmers hunted civets because of they assumed that civet is 

harmful for their plants and crops. Although they can ferment coffee to make 

its taste better, there are only a few place that save their population from 

extinct. And there are many civet coffee factories in this country only hunted 

them down and put them in cages to make civet coffee, it seems like there 

are lack of effort to increase their number and develop its habitat for their 

breed. 

c. Need 
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Coffee is a well-known brewed drink roasted from beans called coffee beans, 

it is one of the most popular beverages in the world. Many people look for 

best coffee taste, and there isn't much place to accommodate their wants 

and endorse their will, a high-class coffehouse featured with educational 

places about coffee, civet and making coffee. 

d. Relevancy 

Coffee has been enjoyed for centuries, there are many kinds of coffee 

around the world. Drinking coffee has been daily activity for some people 

even there is a region in Bali where coffee has been their vitamin and dairy 

needs. Coffee addicts go around the world, hunting for kinds of coffee, so 

this project will provide a place to fulfill their wants especially civet coffee. 

1.2. Goals and Objectives 

1.2.1 . Goals 

G Creating a place for environmental enhancement and a tenable industry with 

no boundaries. Can be assumed as a green industry building 

• Achieving harmony between natural and built environment. Hopefully there 

would be seen a good relation between them. 

a To apply the architectural knowledge into good project design that fulfill the 

project's approaches and requirements. 

G Helping civets avoid their extinction through breeding them in their artificial 

habitat. 

/J To create a new tourist attraction in Sedono region through the coffeemill 

and high-class coffeehouse design and facilities. 

1.2.2. Benefit and Contribution 

To improve and develop a green building design, especially coffeemill and 

high-class coffeehouse. 

To improve our knowledge about sustainable organic architecture design 
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Making a sophisticated design with natural energy resource which 

enviromental friendly 

Enhancing our common knowledge about producing civet coffee 

Preventing global warming and energy crisis with natural energy resources 

and green architecture 

To preserve civet from threat, making civets no longer endangered. 

1.3. Scope 

• Project review with general and specific approaches and analytically described 

• Architectural program, a qualitative and quantitative data that has been analyzed 

and synthesized 

• Design theory and approaches, the interpretation and elaboration about core · 

issues, design accentuation and emphasizes 

1.4. Method 

1.4.1. Data Collecting Method 

The data and information for this project collected through: 

1. Direct Observation 

Survey and observation to similar project and related buildings to gain 

information about the activity, process, room standarts, room necessity and 

observe landscapes, climates, condition, topography of the prefered location 

to fulfill best condition requirements. 

2. Interviews 

Conduct interviews to related persons, such as local community, local 

industries workers and management, civet experts, barista and tour guides in 

order to get information about the project design. 

3. Literature study 
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Finding, studying, and reviewing various things about civet's habitat, how to 

make and process coffee beans and international coffeehouse from many 

literatures including textbook, journals etc. 

4. Electronic media 

Finding data through electronic media such as journals, electronic books and 

other electronic media that related to and can support the design process. 

1.4.2. Analysis Method 

Descriptive analysis with inductive method that compares data from 

observations and literatures, then analyze both of them to meet the preferred 

building requirements and condition. 

1.4.3. Programming Method 

Programming method: "Problem seeking" from William pena. 1
• 

Divided into 5 phases: 

a. Set goals for project 

b. Collect and analyze fact : 

o Local potential and activities 

c» Climate and civet habitat 

o Landscape potential and energy demand etc. 

c. Revealling an testing concepts 

• Stating the concepts of this project that will be guidance in the next 

phases. 

d. Determine needs 

o Regulating and matching the needs of this project's activities with 

design concepts and knowledges. Such as building circulation, 

machine dimensions and uses, room hierarchy etc. 

1 Pena, William M, Steven A. Parshall, Problem Seeking : an architectural programming primer, 2006, John wiley&sons, 
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e. Determine problem 

o Classify problems that may occur while designing and programming 

phase. 

Four Programming Considerations: 

1. Function 

1:1 the users 

1:1 activities 

1:1 the relationship of space 

2. Form 

1:1 site 

1:1 physical and psychological environment 

1:1 quality of space and construction 

3. Economy 

1:1 main budget 

II operating costs 

1:1 life cycle costs 

4. Time 

• the past 

1:1 the present 

II the future 

1.4.4. Architectural Design Method 

Architectural design method is using organic style, which it will follow the 

nature but won't leaves its function and relations between. This design will try 

to create a harmony between natural and built environment so every building 

and its function in this complex are well connected. 
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Architectural design process will be described through its concepts, order 

form and facade that include schematic design, design development, detailing 

and presentation. 

1.5. Writing System 

Chapter 1 - Introduction 

Includes project background, motivation, urgency of the project, goals 

and objectives, scope, and methodology. 

Chapter 2 - Project Overview 

Describing the general project and specification of project description. 

Including conclusion, restrictions, and assumption. 

Chapter 3 - Analysis of the Architecture Programs Approach 

Includes analytical approach to architecture, analysis of building 

systems, and environmental context analysis. 

Chapter 4 - Architecture Programs 

Includes program concept, design goals, design factors, and design 

requirements, and architectural program. 

Chapter 5 - Study of Theory 

Describing the theory that refers to design accentuation and core 

issue. 
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